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Abstract

Lysine acetylations are post-translational modifications of cellular proteins, that are crucial in the regulation of many cellular processes. Lysine acetylations on histone proteins are part of the epigenetic code regulating gene expression and are installed by histone acetyltransferases. Observations that inflammatory lung diseases, such as asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, are characterized by increased histone acetyltransferase activity indicate that development of small molecule inhibitors for these enzymes might be a valuable approach towards new therapies for these diseases. The 6-alkylsalicylate MG149 is a candidate to explore this hypothesis because it has been demonstrated to inhibit the MYST type histone acetyltransferases. In this study, we determined the $K_i$ value for inhibition of the MYST type histone acetyltransferase MOF by MG149 to be $39 \pm 7.7 \mu M$. Upon investigating whether the inhibition of histone acetyltransferases by MG149 correlates with inhibition of histone acetylation in murine precision-cut lung slices, inhibition of acetylation was observed using an LC-MS/MS based assay on histone H4 res 4-17, which contains the target lysine of MOF. Following up on this, upon treatment with MG149, reduced pro-inflammatory gene expression was observed in LPS and IFNγ stimulated murine precision-cut lung slices. Based on this, we propose that 6-alkylsalicylates such as MG149 have potential for development towards applications in the treatment of inflammatory lung diseases.
Introduction

Lysine acetylation is an important post-translational modification that is found on numerous cellular proteins, including both histone and non-histone proteins (1,2). Dynamic acetylation and deacetylation is regulated by enzymes called histone acetyltransferases (HATs) as writers and histone deacetylases (HDACs) as erasers. HAT and HDAC activity, and the balance between these activities, plays a crucial role in the regulation of multiple cellular processes (3,4). Moreover, HAT and HDAC activity, and dysregulation of the balance between the activities of these enzymes, has been implicated in multiple pathological conditions such as inflammatory disease and cancer, indicating that these enzymes represent potential drug targets in these diseases (5-8).

The importance of the activity of these enzymes in diseases is exemplified by the inflammatory lung disease asthma in which the balance between HAT and HDAC activity is dysregulated through a shift towards increased HAT activity (9). Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), another inflammatory lung disease, is characterized by a loss of HDAC2 expression and activity, which also implies a shift in the balance between HAT and HDAC activity (9). This suggests that restoring the balance between HAT and HDAC activity could be an alternative therapeutic strategy for inflammatory lung diseases such as asthma and COPD. There is an unmet need for this since severe asthmatics display glucocorticoid resistance (10), and since next to this, the effectivity of glucocorticoids in COPD patients is subject to debate (11)(12).

We hypothesize that restoring the balance between HAT and HDAC activity using small molecule inhibitors of HATs (HATi) may be a starting point for novel treatments for inflammatory lung diseases such as asthma and COPD. Zooming in on the HAT enzymes, these are a disparate group of enzymes from which most isoenzymes can be assigned to 5 main families based on their primary structure homology. Three families that have been studied extensively are the GNAT (GCN5-related N-acetyltransferase) family, represented by KAT2A (also known as GCN5; general control nonderepressible 5) and KAT2B (also known as PCAF; p300/CBP associated factor); the p300/CBP family, including KAT3A (also known as CBP; CREB-binding protein) and KAT3B (also known as p300); and the MYST family including KAT5 (also known as Tip60) and KAT8 (also known as MOF) (4). Over recent years several small molecule HATi have been described (6), targeting different HAT enzymes. This gives rise to the possibility of studying if these small molecule HATi have potential to achieve inhibition of expression of specific pro-inflammatory genes in model systems for inflammatory lung diseases such as asthma and COPD.

The HATi Anacardic Acid (AA), which is a 6-alkylsalicylate, has been reported to inhibit the HATs MOF, Tip60, PCAF and p300 (13,14). Interestingly, AA decreased the expression of IL-4, IL-5 and IL-13 in T cells isolated from mice challenged with ovalbumin to model allergic asthma. Upon re-administering these T cells to mice, the balance between
HDAC and HAT activities were changed in lung tissue towards more HDAC activity (15). Furthermore, in a mouse model, AA was found to ameliorate lung damage which was induced by exposure of the mice to diesel exhaust particles. This effect was attributed to reduced levels of neutrophils in the lung parenchyma and reduced TNF-α levels in the BALF supernatant (16). These studies demonstrate that 6-alkylsalicylates which inhibit HATs have potential for the treatment of inflammatory lung diseases.

Using AA as a starting point our group developed the 6-alkylsalicylate MG149 (14) (Fig. 1) in which the 15 carbon atom 6-alkyl tail is replaced by a 4-heptylphenethyl substituent, providing a molecule with reduced lipophilicity and flexibility. Next to this, in terms of selectivity, MG149 shows less inhibition for the HATs PCAF and p300 compared to AA measured at concentrations of 200 μM, while retaining inhibitory potency for the MYST type HATs. We envision that this molecule provides a good starting point to investigate the potential of HAT inhibition for inhibition of inflammatory responses in model systems for inflammatory lung diseases. In this study we set out to investigate the potential anti-inflammatory effects of the 6-alkylsalicylate MG149 in model systems for inflammatory lung diseases such as asthma and COPD in connection to its HAT inhibitory activity. As a model system for inflammatory lung diseases murine precision-cut lung slices (PCLS) were selected. The lung tissue structure and cell-cell interactions are maintained in PCLS (17), thus providing a relevant ex-vivo model for lung inflammation. An advantage associated with the use of these type of organ slices is that the amount of required experimental animals can be reduced (18). Since promoting roles for lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and interferon gamma (IFNγ) have been described in asthma and COPD, as reviewed by Boorsma et al. (19), a combined stimulus of LPS and IFNγ was selected as an inflammatory stimulus in PCLS.

Here, we report the kinetics of inhibition of the MYST HAT family member MOF by MG149, and a calculation of the inhibitory constant $K_i$ of MG149 for MOF. The inhibition of HATs by MG149 could be correlated to inhibition of histone acetylation in murine PCLS upon MG149 treatment, as determined by a mass spectrometry based analysis. This inhibition was observed on histone H4 res 4-17, containing H4 K16 which is the target of MOF. Finally, we report reduced pro-inflammatory gene expression upon treatment with MG149 in murine PCLS. Taken together, this indicates that 6-alkylsalicylates such as MG149 have potential for development towards applications in the treatment of inflammatory lung diseases.

**Results**

**The 6-alkylsalicylate MG149 inhibits the MYST family HAT MOF with a $K_i$ value of $39 \pm 7.7 \mu M$**

6-alkylsalicylates such as MG149 have been shown to inhibit the MYST family HATs with potencies in the micromolar range (13,14). MYST HATs are bisubstrate enzymes binding
to both Ac-CoA and histone lysine residues. Recently, we performed an enzyme kinetic study for MOF (20). Knowledge of the catalytic mechanism of MOF as well as the binding kinetics allowed for recalculating assay-dependent IC$_{50}$ values for MOF inhibitors to assay-independent K$_i$ values, based on an equation described by Cheng and Prusoff (20,21). Using this knowledge here, we analyzed the binding kinetics of the 6-alkylsalicylate MG149 to MOF, allowing for determination of an assay-independent K$_i$ value.

We demonstrated previously that in the catalytic mechanism of MOF, the free enzyme (E) becomes acetylated through a transfer of an acetyl group from Ac-CoA to the enzyme in a ping-pong mechanism (20). This acetylated form of the enzyme is referred to as (EX). The histone substrate is able to bind only to (EX), and upon binding of the histone substrate, the catalytically active form (E*XS) is induced. Subsequently, the histone substrate is acetylated and leaves the enzyme, upon which the free enzyme conformation (E) is regenerated. In this mechanism the K$_m$ of one substrate depends on the concentration of the other substrate (20). This means that IC$_{50}$ values of MOF inhibitors depend on the concentrations of both Ac-CoA as well as the histone substrate. Therefore, it is important to derive assay-independent K$_i$ values for MOF inhibitors such as MG149.

To this end the velocity of MOF was determined at different concentrations of Ac-CoA and constant concentration of the histone substrate in the presence of varying concentrations of MG149 (Fig. 2A). There was a clear decrease in V$_{max \text{ app.}}$ and K$_{m \text{ app.}}$ with increasing concentrations of MG149 (Table 1). The decrease in V$_{max \text{ app.}}$ indicates allostERIC binding with respect to the Ac-CoA binding pocket, and the decrease in K$_{m \text{ app.}}$ suggests that the binding of MG149 stabilizes the binding of Ac-CoA. This suggests a form of uncompetitive inhibition where the substrate must be present for the inhibitor to bind, and supports a mechanism where MG149 binds to (EX), the catalytically inactive form of the enzyme.

In addition, experiments were performed employing different concentrations of the histone substrate, a constant concentration of Ac-CoA and varying the MG149 concentration (Fig. 2B). The curves are sigmoidal in the presence of MG149, indicating cooperativity between the active and inactive forms of the enzyme, and resulting in a Hill coefficient which is not equal to 1. A K$_{\text{half}}$ can be calculated. The K$_{\text{half}}$ increases (Table 1), showing that the histone substrate loses affinity for the enzyme at increasing concentrations of MG149.
At the same time, the $V_{\text{max app.}}$ remains constant at increasing concentrations of MG149 (Table 1). This indicates that binding of the histone substrate can displace the inhibitor from MOF.

Based on this, we conclude that the 6-alkylsalicylate MG149 binds according to the same model as previously described for the 6-alkylsalicylate AA (20). Therefore, the $K_i$ value for MG149 was calculated as described previously (20), and found to be 39 ± 7.7 μM (see supporting information Fig. S1).

### The 6-alkylsalicylate MG149 inhibits histone acetylation in murine precision-cut lung slices

Thus having confirmed that the 6-alkylsalicylate MG149 inhibits the MYST family member MOF with a potency in the micromolar range, we moved on to investigate its effect on histone acetylation in murine PCLS stimulated with LPS and IFNγ. Since the HAT MOF targets histone H4 K16 (22), we focused in particular on a histone peptide from the N-terminal tail of histone H4.
H4 containing this lysine residue (res. 4-17: G GGKGLGKGGAKR). PCLS were treated with MG149 and LPS and IFNγ, after which histones were extracted, and acetylations were analyzed using an LC-MS/MS based assay. Histone acetylation levels can reproducibly be determined using a mass spectrometry based assay as applied in one of our previous studies (23). This assay follows a previously described approach, in which derivatization of unmodified lysine residues with acetic anhydride-d6 ((CD3CO)2O) is followed by trypsin digestion (24-27). The resulting peptide fragments contain either deuterated or non-deuterated acetyl groups on the lysine residues based on endogenous acetylation levels. This enables quantification of endogenous acetylation levels relative to non-acetylated lysine residues in the corresponding peptides. Compared to antibody based techniques it is more sensitive which allows for small effects on histone acetylation to be observed, circumvents selectivity issues of antibodies, and has the advantage of being able to monitor individual (histone) peptides. Therefore, this method was applied to analyze the effect of MG149 on histone acetylation in PCLS.

As a control experiment, the effects of the LPS and IFNγ stimulus or the inhibitor solvent DMF (added to the culture medium at 0.2% without MG149 as vehicle treatment) on histone acetylation in PCLS were investigated. Neither was found to affect histone acetylation on histone H4 res. 4-17 under the applied conditions (Fig. S2). Subsequently, PCLS were incubated with MG149 at 5 or 10 μM for 20 hrs (higher concentrations were not studied due to decreased viability as assessed by LDH measurement; see supporting information for the viability at 5 or 10 μM MG149, Fig. S3). Under these conditions, compared to the vehicle treatment, a small but significant inhibition of acetylation was observed on the histone H4 res. 4-17 peptide upon MG149 treatment at 10 μM (Fig. 3A), but not at 5 μM, which indicates a dose dependent effect. An explanation for the small effect on histone acetylation could be that the detection window for inhibition of acetylation is quite small. This could be related to the dynamics and stoichiometry of acetylation as described previously (28)(29). To increase this window the non-selective HDAC inhibitor (HDACi) SAHA was used. In line with our expectations, SAHA increased histone acetylation in PCLS (Fig. 3B). In combined treatment with SAHA, MG149 at 10 μM inhibited histone acetylation compared to treatment with SAHA only (Fig. 3B), and this inhibition of acetylation was somewhat larger than the inhibition observed in MG149 single treatment at 10 μM. Next to these findings, under the applied conditions no changes were observed in the acetylation status of other histone peptides that were detectable in our mass spectrometry analysis (Fig. 4). Furthermore, upon attempting to confirm these findings in RAW264.7 murine macrophages as another model system, no changes in acetylation status were found on any of the histone H3 or H4 peptides using this method (data not shown). Taken together, this indicates that in PCLS treatment with the HATi MG149 can be correlated to inhibition of histone acetylation on one histone peptide of H4 res 4-17.
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The 6-alkylsalicylate MG149 reduces pro-inflammatory gene expression in murine precision-cut lung slices

To study whether the inhibition of histone acetylation upon incubation with the 6-alkylsalicylate MG149 correlates with reduced expression levels of pro-inflammatory genes in PCLS, mRNA levels of the pro-inflammatory genes TNFα, iNOS, IL1β, IL6, and KC (murine IL8) were monitored using RT-q-PCR. The LPS and IFNγ stimulus in PCLS increased the expression of all these genes compared to untreated cells (Fig. 5A-E), except for KC, where the LPS and IFNγ stimulus did not affect gene expression in PCLS (Fig. 5F).
Upon studying the effect of a dilution of the inhibitor solvent DMF (which was diluted into the culture medium at 0.2% as a vehicle treatment without the addition of MG149), no significant changes in gene expression were observed, except for the expression of IL12b, which was increased (Fig. 5D). Importantly, upon MG149 pre-treatment, large reductions in the LPS and IFNγ induced expression levels of IL1β and IL12b were observed (Fig. 5C and D). This reduction was dose-dependent, and was studied at 5 and 10 μM MG149. For TNFα and iNOS, smaller dose-dependent reductions in gene expression were observed at these concentrations (Fig. 5A and B). No changes in the expression levels of IL6 or KC were observed in PCLS upon MG149 pre-treatment under the same conditions (Fig. 5E and F). Taken together, this indicates that the inhibition of histone acetylation upon MG149 treatment can indeed be correlated with reduced pro-inflammatory gene expression in PCLS.

**Figure 4. Coverage of histone peptides with LC-MS/MS.** The peptides indicated in bold are the ones that were detected and analyzed. With this LC-MS/MS method almost all acetylation sites in histone H3 and H4 can be studied. In both histones 2 sites are being missed due to the fact that the peptides containing these lysines are either very small or large, or do not trap well. Altogether, most of the important lysines in the N-terminal tails of these histones can be detected.
Figure 5. 6-alkylsalicylate MG149 dose dependently reduces pro-inflammatory gene expression of A) TNFα, B) iNOS, C) IL1β, and D) IL12b in murine precision-cut lung slices (PCLS). No significant changes were observed on the expression of (E) IL6 or (F) KC. PCLS were pre-treated with MG149 at the indicated concentrations for 16 hours, after which an inflammatory LPS and IFNγ stimulus (10 ng/mL of each) was given for 4 hours in continued presence of the inhibitor (making the total incubation time with the inhibitor 20 hrs). Subsequently, gene expression was analyzed by RT-q-PCR. For vehicle treatment, PCLS were pre-treated with the inhibitor solvent DMF. For IL12b, an increase was seen upon this vehicle treatment (D). Data represent the target gene expression normalized to the reference gene. The values shown are means ± SD of 3-4 independent experiments. *** * p < 0.001, ** * p < 0.01 and * p < 0.05 compared to vehicle.
**Discussion**

In this study the enzyme kinetics of inhibition of the MYST HAT family member MOF by the 6-alkylsalicylate MG149 were investigated. This study demonstrates that the inhibition of HATs by MG149 correlates with inhibition of histone acetylation as well as reduced pro-inflammatory gene expression in murine PCLS, representing an *ex vivo* model for inflammatory lung diseases. This suggests that 6-alkylsalicylates such as MG149 can be developed towards applications in the treatment of inflammatory lung diseases such as asthma and COPD. Bacterial acute exacerbations of COPD or severe asthma, or acute lung injury, may also be relevant areas of application for MG149 based on the relevance of the employed LPS and IFNγ stimulus to these disease conditions.

Here, we demonstrated that the 6-alkylsalicylate MG149 inhibits the MYST family HAT member MOF according to a similar mechanism as observed previously for the 6-alkylsalicylate AA (20). These 6-alkylsalicylates bind to the EX form of the enzyme and stabilize this catalytically inactive conformation, thus inhibiting the acetylation of the histone H4 peptide. Knowledge of the catalytic mechanism of MOF as well as the binding kinetics allows for recalculating assay-dependent IC$_{50}$ values for MOF inhibitors to assay-independent K$_i$ values, based on an equation described by Cheng and Prusoff (20,21). Using this knowledge, an assay-independent K$_i$ value of 39 ± 7.7 μM was determined for the inhibition of MOF by the 6-alkylsalicylate MG149. This can now be directly compared to the 6-alkylsalicylate AA from which MG149 was derived, for which a K$_i$ value of 64 ± 8.9 μM was previously determined for MOF inhibition (20). This indicates an improved potency for MG149 with respect to its K$_i$ value for MOF.

In this study, MG149 demonstrated inhibition of histone acetylation. A small but significant inhibition of histone acetylation was observed upon treatment of the PCLS with 10 μM of MG149. Furthermore, this inhibition of histone acetylation was more pronounced upon combined treatment with SAHA compared to SAHA treatment alone. When studying HATi, a frequently applied method to enable investigation of inhibition of histone acetylation is the simultaneous treatment with a HDACi. This increases the histone acetylation level thus enlarging the window to observe inhibition of histone acetylation. The rationale for combined treatment with HDACi and HATi to increase the detection window to reveal the effect of the HATi under investigation could relate to the dynamics and stoichiometry of histone acetylation, as described previously (28) (29). In this study both methods were used and similar results were found in both cases. Taken together both methods confirm that the HATi MG149 inhibits histone acetylation in PCLS. Our observations are in line with literature in which it has been shown that co-treatments with MG149 and SAHA demonstrated inhibition of histone acetylation compared to SAHA treatment alone in a model using human cancer cell lines MOPL8 and K562 (30). Similar results were obtained for another 6-alkylsalicylate analogue to MG149 in HepG2 cells (31). In both cases western
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blot was used. This study demonstrates that application of mass spectrometry is more sensitive and enables detection of smaller changes in histone acetylation, which reduces the need to increase the detection window using HDACi. The fact that we did not observe inhibition of histone acetylation in RAW264.7 murine macrophages upon MG149 treatment indicates that this effect could be cell type specific, and could be explained by the presence of various cell types in PCLS, and possibly also due to effects on cell-cell interactions in the intact lung tissue samples.

When studying the potential of HATi for the treatment of inflammatory lung diseases, investigating lung tissue specific effects may be particularly relevant since local administration of small molecule inhibitors in lung tissue is possible and is already applied for inhaled glucocorticoids in the treatment of these diseases. It should be noted that lung tissue specific effects of 6-alkylsalicylates on histone acetylation have not been reported before. Interestingly, it has been demonstrated that Ac-CoA levels vary between different tissue types, and this influences activities of HATs and HDACs (2). This indicates that the effects upon treatments with HATi could differ between different tissues and need to be studied in a tissue specific manner. This study demonstrates the feasibility of studying effects of small molecule inhibitors on histone acetylation specifically in lung tissue using a more accurate mass spectrometry based analysis compared to antibody based techniques, which we believe will have added value for the development of these type of inhibitors towards applications in the treatment of inflammatory lung diseases. Others have not done this using mass spectrometry.

In this study, reduction of pro-inflammatory gene expression was observed in PCLS upon treatment with the 6-alkylsalicylate MG149, supporting the hypothesis that 6-alkylsalicylates have potential for the treatment of inflammatory lung diseases. In lung tissue, effects of MG149 on pro-inflammatory gene expression have not been reported before. However, results obtained with the 6-alkylsalicylate AA in mouse models of lung inflammation are in line with our findings, as exemplified by decreased cytokine expression and a change in the balance of HAT to HDAC activities (15)(16). Furthermore, AA was reported to influence the NF-κB pathway in a study by Sung et al using human cancer cell lines. Important findings of this study include that AA suppressed NF-κB activation upon TNF-α or LPS stimulus, and that AA suppressed acetylation of p65 upon TNF-α stimulus (32). Additionally, for MG149 it is also interesting to note that this inhibitor appears to have selective effects on gene expression, as was shown using a microarray analysis where this inhibitor mainly affected the NF-κB and p53 pathways in MOLP8 and K562 human cancer cell lines (30). Altogether this indicates that 6-alkylsalicylates influence pro-inflammatory events in cellular systems.

Other literature concerning MG149 has also focused on alternative applications. For example, MG149 has been used to study the role of Tip60 in chromosome segregation (33). This indicates that next to applications where 6-alkylsalicylates like MG149 could be used as
a drug, these small molecules can also be used as a tool to study the role of MYST type HATs in fundamental cellular processes.

In summary, our findings indicate that the 6 alkysalicylate MG149 inhibits histone acetylation and expression of several pro-inflammatory genes in murine precision-cut lung slices. This sets the stage for further development of this compound class towards applications in the treatment of inflammatory lung diseases such as asthma and COPD. Future directions should focus on improving $K_i$ values and selectivity for the HAT enzymes for these compounds.

**Experimental Section**

**General Reagents and Materials**
All chemicals and reagents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (*St. Louis*, Missouri, USA) unless otherwise stated. MG149 was purchased from Axon Medchem (Groningen, The Netherlands). The purity of MG149 was assessed by HPLC, MS, and NMR by Axon Medchem and was > 99%. Suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid (SAHA) was purchased from Selleckchem (Huissen, The Netherlands). The purity of SAHA was assessed by HPLC, MS, and NMR by Selleckchem and was > 99%.

**Precision-cut lung slices**
Precision-cut lung slices (PCLS) were prepared and cultured as described previously (34). All experiments were performed according to national guidelines and upon approval of the experimental procedures by the local Animal Care and Use committee of Groningen University, DEC number 6962A. Viability of MG149 treated PCLS was assessed by the amount of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) released by the tissue slices into the culture medium. The measurements were performed as described previously (34). LDH release from the PCLS into the incubation medium was plotted relative to maximal LDH release, as determined by lysing 3 slices with 1% Triton X-100 for 30 min at 37°C at the start of the experiments.
Gene expression analysis in PCLS by RT-q-PCR

For gene expression analysis, PCLS were pre-treated with MG149 at 5 or 10 μM for 16 hrs. Inhibitor stocks were prepared in DMF and were further diluted in culture medium. Vehicle treatment constituted of pre-treatment with 0.2% DMF for PCLS, for 16 hrs. Subsequently, PCLS were stimulated with LPS and IFN\(\gamma\) in continued presence of the inhibitors, with 10 ng/mL LPS (Escherichia coli, serotype 0111:B4; Sigma-Aldrich) and 10 ng/mL IFN\(\gamma\) (cat.#315-05; PeproTech, Hamburg, Germany) for 4 hrs.

Gene expression analysis by RT-q-PCR was performed as described previously (34). The primers for TNF\(\alpha\) (Mm00443258_m1), IL1\(\beta\) (Mm00434228_m1), IL6 (Mm00446190_m1), KC (Mm04208136_m1), iNOS (Mm00440502_m1) IL12b (Mm00434174_m1) and GAPDH (Mm99999915_g1) were purchased as Assay-on-Demand (Applied Biosystems).

MOF inhibition assays

Activity of the HAT lysine acetyltransferase 8 (MOF) was measured using chemical detection of coenzyme A (CoASH) after fluorescent labelling, as described previously (20).

Histone extraction and Micro BCA™ Protein Assay

For the histone extractions, PCLS were treated with the HAT inhibitor MG149 at 5 or 10 μM, in single treatments or in combination with 2 μM SAHA. PCLS were incubated with the inhibitors for 16 hrs. Subsequently, PCLS were stimulated with LPS and IFN\(\gamma\) in continued presence of the inhibitors as described above for the gene expression analysis. Inhibitor stocks were prepared in DMF and were further diluted in DMEM culture medium. Vehicle treatment constituted 0.2% DMF. PCLS were lysed in ice-cold Dulbecco’s Phosphate-buffered Saline (DPBS; Gibco by Life Technologies) supplemented with protease inhibitors (#88266, Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL, USA) and sodium butyrate (1 mM final concentration), using glass beads (1.0 mm diameter Cat. No 11079110, BioSpec Products, Breda, The Netherlands) and a Mini-BeadBeater 24 machine (BioSpec Products, Breda, The Netherlands), for 2-3 cycles of 40 seconds, with 30 seconds of incubation on ice in between the cycles. Samples were then sonicated for 15 seconds with 1 second on and 1 second off intervals at amplitude 40% (using a Vibra-Cell VCX 130 from Sonics & Materials, Newtown USA). Histone extractions were then performed as previously described (35). After histone extractions the samples were diluted with PBS (PAA Laboratories GmbH, Austria) to determine the total protein concentration using the micro BCA protein assay according to the manufacturer’s instructions (# 23235 Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL, USA). Absorbance was measured with a Synergy H1 Hybrid Multi-Mode Microplate Reader (BioTek, Vermont, USA) at 562 nm. A bovine serum albumin standard (# 23209 2 mg/mL, Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL, USA,) was used to calibrate the assay.
Acetylation of histones with acetic anhydride-d6 (in-gel) and nano LC-MS/MS QTOF

The in-gel reactions of histones with acetic anhydride-d6 were performed as described previously (23). Supernatants containing histone peptides were subjected to LC MS/MS analysis as described previously (23) with the following modifications. For the analysis of acetylation status of the histone peptides by LC-MS/MS a quadruple time-of-flight mass spectrometer (QTOF, Bruker MaxisPlus) with a captive spray ionization interface was coupled to a nanoLC system (Dionex Ultimate3000). The auto sampler was held at 5°C, equipped with a 20 μl injection loop and used in the micro liter pick-up mode. A 300 μm x 5 mm trap column and a 75 μm x 150 mm analytical column both filled with C18 Pepmap 100 (Thermo Scientific), 5 μm and 3 μm respectively were used for peptide forward flush trapping and separation. The following mobile phases were used for LC separations: solvent A, ultrapure water (resistance 18.2 MΩ, Millipore) with 0.1% (v/v) formic acid (FA), and solvent B, acetonitrile (ACN) with 0.1% (v/v) FA. The samples were injected (10 μl) and trapped for 2 minutes (the trapping time was set to a minimal value to prevent the loss of early eluting peptides) at a flow rate of 10 μL/min in a solution of 1% (v/v) ACN and 0.1% (v/v) FA in ultrapure water. The peptide separation was performed at 0.3 μl/min using a linear gradient from 1-35.5% solvent B in 65 minutes after a 4 min isocratic period at 1%. Hereafter the column was eluted with 90% solvent B for 10 minutes and conditioned with 1% solvent B for another 10 minutes after which it was ready for the next injection. The identification of peptides was based on data collected in auto MS/MS mode (2 GHz) with a maximum of 5 precursors per cycle and an active exclusion of 0.3 min using a mass range of 200-1500 amu, and was done using PEAKS Studio 7.5 (Bioinformatics Solutions Inc., Canada).

RAW264.7 cell culture and histone extractions

For the RAW264.7 murine macrophages, cell culture and histone extractions were carried out as described previously (23).

Statistical analysis

We used GraphPad Prism 5.0 software (GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego CA, USA) to perform data analysis in all experiments. Data are presented as mean ± SD from at least 3 independent experiments, and were analyzed by 1-way analysis of variance, followed by Bonferroni post hoc tests in all cases. Significance was assigned at a p value ≤ 0.05.
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Supporting information

Figure S1. IC\textsubscript{50} curve of MG149 for MOF. The IC\textsubscript{50} derived from the enzyme inhibition assay was 130 ± 26 μM and the K\textsubscript{i} was calculated to be 39 ± 7.7 μM. Data shown represent 3 independent experiments ± SD.

Figure S2. The LPS and IFN\textgamma{} stimulus (10 ng/mL of each) or vehicle treatment do not affect the histone acetylation status of H4 res. 4-17 in precision-cut lung slices (PCLS). ‘Untreated’ PCLS were incubated in culture medium for 20 hrs. For ‘LPS and IFN\textgamma{}’ treatment, PCLS were incubated in culture medium for 20 hrs, however, for the last 4 hrs of the experiment, these PCLS received LPS and IFN\textgamma{} (10 ng/mL of each). For ‘vehicle’ treatment, PCLS were incubated with a dilution of the inhibitor solvent DMF (at 0.2% in the culture medium) for 20 hrs, and for the last 4 hrs of the experiment, these PCLS were also incubated with LPS and IFN\textgamma{} (10 ng/mL of each). Histones were then extracted and resolved by SDS PAGE, and histones H3 and H4 were excised from the gels. Gel pieces were treated with acetic anhydride d6, followed by trypsin digestion. Resulting peptides were subjected to LC-MS/MS analysis. Data are presented as mean values ± SD of 3 independent experiments. The other studied peptides of H3 and H4 also remained unaffected upon LPS IFN\textgamma{} treatment or vehicle treatment (data not shown).
Figure S3. Effect of MG149 on PCLS viability. To assess the viability of the PCLS subjected to MG149 at the indicated concentrations, the amount of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) released from the tissue slices into the incubation medium was analyzed. Maximal LDH release was determined by lysing 3 slices with 1% Triton X-100 for 30 min at 37°C at the start of the experiments. Supernatants were stored at -80°C. LDH release was determined using an assay form Roche Diagnostics (Mannheim, Germany), and was measured using a Hitachi automatic analyzer (Modular Analytics, Roche Diagnostics). LDH release from the PCLS into the incubation medium was plotted relative to maximal LDH release. Data are presented as mean values ± SD of 3 independent experiments. No statistical differences were observed, indicating no effect on tissue viability at the employed concentrations of MG149.